Digital Strategist
If your goal is to work for an organization that makes a difference in the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people – at the same time making a difference in your own – then consider a
career with the Royal Alexandra Hospital Foundation
Do you tweet, share, and post to social media in your sleep? Do you know what it takes to grow
an online community? Do you have a knack for getting the right emails into the right inboxes at
the right times? Do you live to see those open and clickthrough rates climb higher and higher?
Do you have a love for writing, a comprehensive understanding of the nonpro t world, and
experience in blogging to achieve organizational goals
We're looking for a Digital Strategist to join our team and take ownership of our digital media
presence by implementing strategies and tactics that grow our followers, engage and retain
them, and help convert them into donors, active fans, and promoters of our organization. You
should have command of best practices and trends in social media marketing, enjoy being
creative, and understand how to both build and convert a digital audience
Reporting to the Director of Communications, the Digital Strategist will lead the digital content
management for the foundation.

Key Responsibilities
Primary Goals

•

Engage our online audience through the use of data and on-site behavior evaluation to
segment our database, build more targeted email nurturing campaigns, and the creation
of compelling digital experiences.

.


Improve the size and quality of our constituent database by engaging our visitors with the
ultimate goal of converting online visitors and supporters to donors

fi

•

.


Work with 3rd Party Vendor to attract online supporters and increase our online presence
by driving awareness and donations to our organization

.


•

.


Identify and develop creative, timely digital content to raise awareness, thank our donors,
and share stories of the impact their donations have on the Royal Alexandra Hospital,
Lois Hole Hospital for Women, CK Hui Heart Centre, and other areas of the hospital

?


•

.


Identify, develop, design and maintain digital communications strategies to further the
strategic goals of the Royal Alexandra Hospital Foundation, including the goal to build
better health care for all Albertans.

 


•

Social Media Manage Social Media Managemen
•

Build and manage the company’s social media pro les and presence, including
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and additional channels that may be deemed relevant

•

Create shareable content appropriate for speci c networks to spread both our brand and
our content

•

Monitor and engage in relevant social discussions about our company, competitors, and/
or industry, both from existing leads and customers as well as from brand new
audiences

•

Concept and execute regular social promotions and campaigns and track their success
(e.g., Twitter chats, LinkedIn discussions, etc.)

•

Drive consistent, relevant traf c and donor leads from our social network presence to our
website

•

Explore new ways to engage online supporters and identify new social strategies to
reach our target donors

•

Track, measure, and analyze all initiatives to report on social media ROI.

.


.


.


t


Actively use website visitor data to optimize/scale online marketing strategies and tactics.
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•

fi

Exceptional writing and editing skills, as well as the ability to adopt the style, tone, and
voice of our organization’s various centres of medical excellence

.


•

fi

Work alongside our Communications Of cer to promote organizational campaigns and
events to attract site visitors through search, social media, and email subscribers
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•

.


.


.


.


Website Content Management

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities
•

Demonstrates strong understanding of the role and potential of online communications,
including social media, websites, and e-mail campaigns

•

Strong experience in website content management

•

Strength as a marketer, who can identify opportunities for online content and has the
ability to create that content in a real-time environment to stimulate user interaction,
discussion, and engagement

•

Ability to think creatively, strategically, autonomously, and collaboratively

•

Excellent writing, editing, and proof-reading skills

•

Effective time management skills, a keen eye for detail, and solid organizational skills

•

Ability to handle multiple projects and deadlines with ease

•

Knowledge of online etiquette and best practices

•

Demonstrates creative but pragmatic approaches to decision making and problemsolving

•

Demonstrates discretion and good judgment when working with sensitive information

•

Ability to report on and articulate digital strategies to co-workers and foundation
stakeholders

•

Knowledge and skills in Adobe Creative Suite would be a plus.

.


.


Experience with Meltwater would be an asset.

.


•

.


Experience in the not-for-pro t sector would be an asset

.


•

.


The successful candidate will be required to complete a police background check

.


•

.


The ability to work occasional overtime on evenings and weekends

.


•

.


Valid driver’s license and access to a vehicle

.


•

.


Two to three years of experience in a marketing or communications role that involved the
use of digital and social media tools.

.


•

.


Post-secondary degree or diploma in Communications, Public Relations, Marketing,
Journalism, or a related eld
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•
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.
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Requirements

Security Clearance Check
All NEW employees are required to provide a successful satisfactory Canadian criminal record
check and/or Vulnerable Sector Search prior to the start of their employment. The check must
be speci c to the role and must be dated no more than 90 days prior to the date on the written
offer.

Physical Demands
Working at a desk or computer related work for long periods of time.

Hours of Work
• 7.75 hours per day Monday–Friday. 38.75 hours per week. Permanent 1.0 FTE.
• This position is an optional permanent remote working opportunity.
• Occasional evenings and weekends.

Compensation
Salary is commensurate with experience. This is a full-time permanent position that includes a
competitive bene ts package.

Applying
Please forward resume with cover letter and salary range expectations to:
Director of Communications, Lindsay Robertson
careers@royalalex.org

Closing Date
This posting will remain open until a suitable candidate has been found. The Royal Alexandra
Hospital Foundation is committed to an equitable, diverse, and inclusive workforce. We
encourage applications from all quali ed persons.
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The Royal Alexandra Hospital Foundation thanks all applicants for their interest in employment
with us; however, only those selected for interviews will be contacted.

